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Ashka Jhaveri, Amin Soltani, and Nicholas Carl 

The Iran Update provides insights into Iranian and Iranian-sponsored activities abroad that 
undermine regional stability and threaten US forces and interests. It also covers events and trends 
that affect the stability and decision-making of the Iranian regime. The Critical Threats Project (CTP) 
at the American Enterprise Institute and the Institute for the Study of War (ISW) provides these 
updates regularly based on regional events. For more on developments and in Iran and the region, 
see our interactive map of Iran and the Middle East. 

Note: CTP and ISW have refocused the update to cover the Israel-Hamas war. The new sections 
address developments in the Gaza Strip, the West Bank, Lebanon, and Syria, as well as noteworthy 
activity from Iran’s Axis of Resistance. We do not report in detail on war crimes because these 
activities are well-covered in Western media and do not directly affect the military operations we are 
assessing and forecasting. We utterly condemn violations of the laws of armed conflict, Geneva 
Conventions, and humanity even though we do not describe them in these reports. 

https://experience.arcgis.com/experience/661fd12b23f442b781be64cf323ef573/?draft=true
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Key Takeaways: 

• Hamas continued conducting rocket attacks into Israel at a lower rate of fire compared to 
previous days. The group also urged Palestinian civilians to remain in place in response to 
Israeli calls for civilians to evacuate the northern Gaza Strip. 

• Palestinian militants clashed with Israeli security forces across the West Bank at a higher rate, 
which is consistent with Hamas’ call for escalation. 

• The Iranian regime is messaging that US and Israeli actions could expand the war beyond 
Israel and the Palestinian territories while trying to intensify violence against Israel in the West 
Bank.  

Gaza Strip 

  

Recorded reports of rocket fire; CTP-ISW cannot independently verify impact.  

https://www.understandingwar.org/sites/default/files/Gaza%20IDF%20Battle%20Map%20Draft%20October%2013%2C2023.png
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Hamas continued conducting rocket attacks into Israel at a lower rate of fire on October 
13 compared to previous days. Hamas began reducing its rate of attacks on October 12 to conserve 
its rocket stockpile and prepare for a prolonged war, as CTP and ISW previously reported. Hamas 
targeted northern, central, and southern Israel on October 13. Hamas’ military spokesman announced 
that the group fired 150 rockets at Ashkelon, 50 rockets at Sderot, and bombed the Ben Gurion Airport 
in central Israel.[1] Israeli civilians have evacuated the periphery areas of Gaza.[2] Hamas’ al Qassem 
Brigades claimed that the rocket barrages are in response to Israel’s displacement and targeting of 
civilians.[3] The IDF’s operational update on October 13 notes that militants have launched 6,000 
rockets from Gaza.[4] CTP-ISW previously reported that Hamas and the Palestinian Islamic Jihad (PIJ) 
have expended around 33 percent of their rocket arsenal since the war began. 

• The IDF intercepted an Ayyash 250 rocket that Hamas launched from the Gaza Strip toward 
the IDF Northern Region Command headquarters in Safed. Safed is the furthest location that 
Hamas has targeted since the war began on October 7.[5] 

• CTP-ISW also recorded several other rockets launches by PIJ and the al Qassem Brigades into 
Israel as of October 13, including the al Qassem Brigades launching two al Zouari one-way 
attack drones at IDF soldiers in Saad and a Mutabar 1 air defense missile at an Israeli drone 
flying over Gaza.[6] 
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Recorded reports of rocket fire; CTP-ISW cannot independently verify impact.  

https://www.understandingwar.org/sites/default/files/Southern%20Israel%20Battle%20Map%20Draft%20October%2013%2C2023.png
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CTP-ISW recorded one clash between Palestinian militants and Israeli security forces in Israeli territory 
on October 12. This reflects a decrease compared to the first few days of the war, when Hamas militants 
engaged in fierce fighting across southern Israel.[7] 

Hamas urged Palestinian civilians to remain in place in response to Israeli calls for 
civilians to evacuate the northern Gaza Strip on October 13.[8] The IDF informed the UN on 
October 12 that the 1.1 million residents in northern Gaza should relocate within the next 24 hours.[9] 
The IDF said in the coming days it is expected to continue to operate significantly in Gaza City and 
wants to avoid harming civilians.[10] Hamas spokesperson Abu Ubaida described the call as 
“psychological warfare” against Palestinians and urged locals to stay.[11] Hamas continues to use 
civilians as human shields, which intentionally puts these civilians in harm's way, to protect Hamas’ 
military infrastructure and weapons.[12]  Civilians leaving the northern Gaza Strip en masse would risk 
depriving Hamas of the ability to use regular civilian activity to mask its military activities. The UN 
reported that 423,000 out of 2.3 million people in Gaza are now internally displaced.[13] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

West Bank 
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This map is not an exhaustive depiction of clashes and marches in the West Bank. 

Palestinian militants clashed with Israeli security forces across the West Bank at a higher 
rate on October 13, which is consistent with Hamas’ call for escalation. CTP-ISW recorded 
32 instances of small armed combat between locals and Israeli security forces or Israeli settlers on 
October 13. A US-based research analyst similarly noted an increase in violence in the West Bank.[14] 
Hamas released a statement on October 12 celebrating clashes with Israeli security forces in the West 
Bank and called for continuation and further escalation.[15] PIJ released a statement announcing the 
launch of a campaign to conduct widespread attacks in Jenin, a Palestinian militant stronghold in the 
northern West Bank.[16] PIJ has established several subunits, which operate in Tubas, Jenin, Nablus, 
and Tulkarm.[17]  

US Secretary of State Antony Blinken met with Palestinian Authority President 
Mahmoud Abbas in Jordan on October 13.[18] Abbas called for an end to Israeli aggression and 
stated that the displacement of people from Gaza would constitute a “second catastrophe for our 

https://www.understandingwar.org/sites/default/files/West%20Bank%20Battle%20Map%20Draft%20October%2013%2C2023.png
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people” in the meeting.[19] Lebanese Hezbollah-affiliated Al Mayadeen framed the meeting as “tense” 
and cited Palestinian leadership, who claimed Abbas told Blinken that the Israeli displacement in Gaza 
is a prelude to plans to displace residents in the West Bank.[20] ISW cannot corroborate the report. 
The report is consistent with Hamas’ stated objective for the Al Aqsa Flood operation to extend to the 
West Bank.[21] 

South Lebanon and the Golan Heights 

  

Recorded reports of rocket fire; CTP-ISW cannot independently verify impact. 

Lebanese Hezbollah (LH) claimed to attack four Israeli positions in northern Israel on 
October 13. LH said the attacks were in response to Israeli attacks on several southern Lebanese 
towns. The IDF responded by striking LH-affiliated targets with a drone.[22] CTP-ISW recorded two 
reports of unspecified militants approaching the border and clashing with Israeli security forces.[23] A 

https://www.understandingwar.org/sites/default/files/Northern%20Israel%20Battle%20Map%20Draft%20October%2013%2C2023.png
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correspondent for Al Jazeera noted that the IDF shelling is more extensive than previous days and that 
Palestinian groups are believed to be behind the infiltration attempts.[24] The Lebanese Army also 
engaged in small arms combat and artillery fire with Israeli security forces along the Israel-Lebanon 
border. This level of attacks is a slight uptick from the previous days’ levels of kinetic activity around 
Israel’s northern border. 

The Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) and LH deployed forces to the 
southwestern Syrian border on October 13. The IRGC transferred elements of its engineering 
units from Albu Kamal to the Golan Heights.[25] LH redeployed militants from Mayadin to Damascus, 
which is part of its effort to redeploy all members from the Syrian provinces to Quneitra and Damascus, 
according to a locally based opposition outlet.[26] The Iranian- and LH-directed deployments are 
consistent with the scenario in which the current conflict in Israel expands into a multi-front war 
surrounding Israel. 

Iran and the Axis of Resistance  

The Iranian regime is messaging that US and Israeli actions could expand the war beyond 
Israel and the Palestinian territories while trying to intensify violence against Israel in 
the West Bank. Iranian Foreign Affairs Minister Hossein Amir Abdollahian repeatedly emphasized 
that a continuation of the Israeli “war crimes” against Palestinians could expand the conflict to the 
region during several meetings with Lebanese and Lebanese Hezbollah officials on October 13.[27] He 
similarly argued that the expansion of the conflict to other fronts would depend on Israeli actions during 
his meeting with Iraqi Prime Minister Mohammed Shia al Sudani in Baghdad on October 12.[28] 
Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei and other regime officials emphasized that Iran had no role in the 
October 7 Hamas attack.[29] 

• Abdollahian criticized the United States for supporting Israel to “kill Palestinians on the one 
hand” while calling for others to “exercise self-restraint on the other hand” during a press 
conference in Beirut on October 13.[30] Abdollahian warned that “any possibility is 
conceivable” were this situation to continue.[31] Abdollahian also stated that the United States 
must control Israel in order to avoid the outbreak of regional war during his meeting with 
Lebanese Prime Minister Najib Mikati in Beirut on October 13.[32] 

• IRGC Commander Major General Hossein Salami emphasized the American role in 
“managing” Israeli operations against Gaza during his Friday prayer sermon in Tehran on 
October 13.[33] Iranian President Ebrahim Raisi similarly pointed to the American 
“complicitly” in Israeli actions during a trip to Fars Province on October 13.[34] 

• Iranian Intelligence and Security Minister Esmail Khatib and Interim Tehran Friday Prayer 
Leader Ahmad Khatami called for the “Palestinian resistance” to deliver greater responses to 
Israeli aggression on October 13.[35] IRGC-affiliated Tasnim News Agency recirculated calls 
from PIJ to expand the conflict beyond Gaza and “intensify” the resistance in the West Bank 
against Israeli “invaders” on October 12.[36] 
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